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Today’s Agenda

Provide an overview of the 
system-level components that 

need to be in place to help 
educators and students

Describe how to establish a 
positive school climate as 

students return to school

Present best practice 
strategies for how to make 
these approaches work

Present case studies 
from PreK through 

high school that illustrate 
the plans in action 

Plan for how to monitor 
progress and evaluate 

outcomes

Plan for modification and 
maintenance to maintain 

and sustain gains
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Systems-Level Components for 
Supporting SEB Needs
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Students Returning to School

Economic 
Shock to 
Families Inconsistent 

Academic  
Engagement

Social 
Isolation

Social 
Unrest

COVID-19 
Unfinished 
Learning

Lack of 
Experience 
in Schools

Loss of 
Loved 

Ones to 
COVID-19

Educator 
Burnout

Chronic 
Stress

Transportation 
Problems

Exposure to 
Neglect/ 

Maltreatment

School 
Staff 

Turnover

Community 
Unrest 

Regarding 
Pandemic 

Mitigation in 
Schools
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Considerations for District and School Leaders

…Staff also can’t 
simply mute a 

student if they are 
disrupting instruction

…Students are 
returning from less 

structured 
environments in 
which expected 

behaviors were very 
different 

…Staff are returning 
from hybrid/remote 
learning, where Tier 

1 behavior 
instruction looked 

very different

…Staff may need 
significant resources
to make sense of and 
support the behaviors 

they see—from 
classroom disruptions to 

indicators of mental 
health needs 

…Supports must 
come from the 
system-level—

individual teachers 
cannot be expected to 

develop these 
resources in isolation
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School Leaders Make a Significant Contribution

School Leader Influences

Among the most important school 
factors to affect student outcomes 
(Grissom et al., 2021; Leithwood et 
al., 2004)

Principal effects on students’ 
academic outcomes find meaningful 
effect sizes (Branch et al., 2012; 
Chiang et al., 2016; Dhuey & Smith, 
2018; Grissom et al., 2015)

Legislate discipline and can contribute 
to restorative and equitable practice

Sizeable principal contributions to 
students’ non-academic outcomes, 
such as absences and suspensions 
as well (Bartanen, 2020; Sorensen 
et al., 2019)

Engage with external stakeholders 
such as parents, district personnel, 
and the community 

Delegate attention, resources, and 
personnel to make targeted changes 
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School Leaders Are Primarily Responsible for 
How Discipline Practices Are Implemented in Schools

School Leader Influences

Office discipline referrals are sent to 
the school leader

Managing disruptive behaviors in the 
main office (Findlay, 2015; Irvin, et al., 
2004). 2015)

Camacho and Krezmien (2020) 
illustrate plainly in a state-wide 
analysis of school discipline policy 
that schools with policies focused on 
positive practice had the lowest 
suspension rates

In schools where more punitive 
discipline practices are used, Black 
students and students with 
disabilities are the most impacted by 
these approaches (Monroe, 2005; 
Skiba et al., 2002)

Importance of a school leader in 
promoting positive behavior support –
specifically highlighted in PSEL 
Standards for Educational Leadership 
(National Policy Board for Educational 
Administration)
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Multi-Tiered System of Support
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Multi-Tiered System of Support

TIER 
3

Tier 2 – Targeted  – Approximately 15% of Students
Specialized group systems for students at risk

Tier 1 – Universal – Approximately 80% of Students
School/class-wide systems for a all students, staff, and settings

2

1

TIER 
3

TIER 2

TIER 1

Tier 3 – Intensive or Indicated  – Approximate 5% of Students
Specialized, individualized systems for students with serious 
behavior needs

3

ACADEMIC SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
BEHAVIOR
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Social and Emotional Behaviors Addressed at Tier 1

Consider Domains of Functional Adaptation and Impairment

Adaptation Impairment
Academic Engagement
Academic Enablers
Social Communication Skills
Executive Functioning
Self-management
Self-worth and Self-esteem
Friendships
Following Classroom Rules
Extracurricular Strengths

Learning Problems
Inattention
Poor Impulse Control
Avoidance
Fragile Motivation
Low Self-control
Disrespect for Authority/Rules
Low Self-esteem
Social Isolation
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Empathy, Attention, Listening, 
Encouragement, Good Teaching

Praise & 
Encouragement

Rewards & 
Celebrations

Clear Limits, Class Rules, 
Consistent Follow-through

Ignore, Distract, 
Redirect

Logical 
Consequences

Use Liberally

Use Sparingly
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Key Points for School Leaders to Address

• Reinstating high-quality structures that were hampered or paused due to COVID
• How can special education supports, Problem-Solving Meetings, and other structures 

be reinstated in a way that incorporates SEB concerns?

• Refreshers and resources on high-quality Tier 1 practices
• As an administrator, how can we help our team get back on track?

• Emphasizing the importance of universal screening

• Professional development and guidance for using data to target Tier 1 supports 
to areas in which data indicate the greatest need

• Universal screening data
• Observed behavior data (office or classroom-managed)
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Key Points for School Leaders to Address

• Guidance for identifying concerns that warrant more intervention and that need 
extra support 

• How do we put structures in place for meeting Tier 2 or 3 needs?

• How can we make the most of an exceptionally difficult situation and improve our 
practices?

• How do we turn this into an opportunity to better support students’ SEB functioning 
and positive behavior supports in the long-term?
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District and 
School 
Leader 

Practices
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• School disruptions due to the pandemic provide an 
opportunity for district analysis and meaningful change

• Redirect resources and personnel to enhance MTSS 
frameworks

• Opportunity to enhance parent involvement and 
engagement in schools

• Be mindful of educator burnout, stress, and wellness

• Explore MTSS frameworks; identify interventions and 
missing pieces

• Parents became educational partners during remote 
learning; how can this engagement continue to be 
included in schools?

• Increased use of technology to engage parents
• Return to school can emphasize celebrations of 

student success
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Creating a Positive Climate in the 
Classroom
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Structure, 
Rules, and 
Routines

Structure

Rules/ 
Agreements

Routines

of the activity, 
classroom, and lessons

should be positively 
phrased, and tailored to 
activity

are predictable, and they 
shape behavior over 
time
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Attention 
and Praise

• “Catch children being good”
• Comment on appropriate behavior
• Balanced attending between classmates
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Effective 
Requests

Bad Requests:

• Issued when it is unclear whether     
the child is attending

• Contain multiple steps
• Vague
• Issued as a question
• Unclear phrasing (“Let’s…”)
• Extended for a long period of time
• Repeated without consequences
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Effective 
Requests

Good Requests:

• Issued once attention is obtained
• Issued in manageable steps
• Specific
• Issued as a command/instruction
• Use clear phrasing
• Limited to the present
• Followed by consequences for both 

compliance (e.g., praise) and 
noncompliance (e.g., repeat 
command)
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Planned 
Ignoring

• Deliberately ignore minor inappropriate 
behaviors

• Attend to and return to appropriate behavior

• Especially if the behaviors are attention-
seeking!
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Premack 
Contingencies 
and 
Transitional 
Warnings

• “Grandma’s Rule”

• Help children know about and prepare 
for transitions/changes in routine
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Best Practice Strategies to Integrate Effective 
Approaches in the Classroom
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Class-wide 
Strategies

Currently there are many models of class-wide 
SEB interventions to target disruptive behavior.  

For example:
• The Good Behavior Game
• Class-wide Point System
• Class-wide Lottery

23
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The Good 
Behavior 

Game

• Teachers target specific behaviors
• The class is divided into two (or more) teams
• Each time a target behavior is exhibited, the team receives 

a checkmark on the board
• Teams that do not exceed the maximum number of 

checkmarks are rewarded each day

Barrish, Saunders, & Wolf, 1969; Dolan, Kellam, et al., 1993
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The Good 
Behavior 

Game: 
Results

• Students from classrooms that used the Good Behavior 
Game were compared to those that did not

• At the end of first grade, intervention students were:
• Less shy and less aggressive when rated by teachers
• Had fewer peer ratings of aggressive behavior

• The most aggressive boys exhibited less aggression 
when followed-up in 6th grade
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Class-wide 
Point 

System

• Establish a list of target behaviors (i.e., keep hands and 
feet to yourself)

• Make a class-wide tracking chart

• Determine rewards (daily rewards work the best)
• Provide class-wide feedback on progress
• Administer rewards

• “Stop Light” program
• Flip cards with numbers
• Start with 100 points, lose 10 for every violation

Carlson et al., 1992; Fabiano et al., 2007; Pelham, et al., 1993
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Class-wide 
Lottery

• Establish target behavior and explain to class
• Tell children class jobs will be awarded to children who 

follow rules (e.g., messenger, line leader)
• Scan the class at unannounced times 2-3 times per period
• After the scan, award a “ticket” to children following rules
• Children write the names on the ticket and put them in a 

drawing  
• At the end of the day, draw names out of the hat and 

allow the winner to choose a class job

Pelham, 2001
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Upward 
Extensions 
for Older 

Grade 
Levels 

28

• The same principles apply to all grade levels

• Rewards would need to be developmentally 
appropriate (e.g., free time; use of headphones to 
listen to music)

• Group contingencies are effective
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The Plans in Action
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Group Contingency with High School Students

• High school teachers targeted disruptive and off-task behavior during instruction

• 2-minute timer was set to countdown at the beginning of class

• If the timer reached zero prior to a negative behavior, the class earned a point

• If a negative behavior was exhibited, the timer was reset

• The class had to earn 17 points to earn free time at the end of class

Christ & Christ, 2006
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Results

0
2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18

Baseline Intervention 1 Reversal Intervention 2

Median Intervals without Negative Behavior
High School Classrooms

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
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Rewards and Positive Consequences

• What rewards have you used or do you plan to use as students 
are returning to school?
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Monitor Progress and
Evaluate Outcomes
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Progress Monitoring and Intervention Outcomes: 
District/School Levels

District leaders should set goals for desired 
outcomes in their own practice, as well as 
in classroom functioning. 

• Assess training and turnover

• Assess exclusionary discipline practices

• Integrate feedback loops and mechanisms 
for spontaneous feedback
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Progress Monitoring and Intervention Outcomes:
Classroom Levels

• Educators should set goals for desired 
outcomes in their own practice as well as 
in the classroom’s functioning
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Example: SAEBRS

Total Behavior

Social 
Behavior

Emotional 
Behavior

Academic 
Behavior

Externalizing 
Problems Social Skills Attentional 

Problems
Academic 
Enablers

Internalizing 
Problems

Emotional 
Competence

• Brief, 19-item teacher rating 
scale

• One broad scale and three 
subscales

• Total Behavior 
• Social Behavior 
• Academic Behavior 
• Emotional Behavior

Kilgus & von der Embse, 2014
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• Highly efficient classroom teacher rating tool

• Hybrid behavior assessment tool

• Rated by National Center for Intensive 
Intervention (NCII)

• Convincing evidence for use in monitoring 
Disruptive Behavior and Academic 
Engagement

• Aligned with the SAEBRS
• Social Behavior

• Academic Behavior

• Emotional Behavior

Systematic 
Direct 

Observation

Behavior 
Rating 
Scale

DBR

Example: FastBridge Direct Behavior Rating (DBR)
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Research-based universal screening 
and progress monitoring for academics 
and social-emotional behavior (SEB) 
with intervention recommendations

FastBridge

Highest-quality, standards-based 
assessments with instant scoring, 
formative feedback, interactive 
reporting, and targeted activities 

DnA and Inspect

Interactive district-level to whole-child 
data management that strengthens MTSS 
implementations, including student need 
identification and intervention 
effectiveness

eduCLIMBER

Data visualizations that enable 
administrators to view key data, monitor 
initiatives via an equity lens, and share 
information with all stakeholders

Achievement Dashboard

Screening and
Progress Monitoring

Assessment Creation
and Administration Real-Time Dashboards

MTSS Collaboration and 
Management

The Illuminate Solution
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Plan for Modification and 
Maintenance
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Troubleshooting District-wide Programs
• Has the initiative been appropriately resourced and staffed?

• Is training sufficient and is there ongoing training support?

• Are the goals of the initiative clear to everyone?

• Is the mechanism of the intervention one that leads to the targeted outcomes?

• How is implementation fidelity of procedures assessed?

• Is the intervention implemented with fidelity?

• Do the educators buy into the approach? If not, why not?

• Has the initiative been implemented long enough to enact the desired 
change?

• Do all stakeholders have a seat at the table?

• What is the process for iterative modifications as the program progresses?

• Are successes appropriately emphasized?
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Troubleshooting Class-wide Programs

• Are the contingencies stated clearly?

• Are the target behaviors clearly defined so the teacher can monitor/evaluate?

• Is the target criterion appropriate?

• Is the program being monitored accurately?

• Are public feedback systems in place?

• Are the children able to monitor their behavior/standing?

• Is the reward motivating?

• Is the reward provided consistently?

• Is the reward provided frequently enough?
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Questions?
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Additional SEB & MTSS Resources from Illuminate

[Playbook] Playbook for Data-Driven Decision Making - NEW!

[eBook] Using Social, Emotional and Behavioral Assessments to Support Student Success

[Guide] Improving SEL with Social-Emotional Assessment - NEW!

[Resource Hub] MTSS Resource Page - NEW!

[Toolkit] Universal Screening Toolkit

[Playbook] Integrating SEB Supports to Ensure Long-Term Student Success - NEW!

[Webpage] How Do I Know Which Social Emotional Skills Need Support in My Classroom? - NEW!

https://www.illuminateed.com/download/playbook-for-data-driven-decision-making/
https://www.illuminateed.com/download/get-the-whole-picture-using-social-emotional-and-behavioral-assessments-to-support-student-success/
https://www.illuminateed.com/download/improving-sel-with-social-emotional-assessment/
https://www.illuminateed.com/mtss-resource-page/
https://www.illuminateed.com/download/universal-screening-toolkit/
https://www.illuminateed.com/download/integrating-social-emotional-behavior-seb-supports-to-ensure-long-term-student-success/
https://www.illuminateed.com/casel-saebrs/
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Bolster SEB Success for All Students with Illuminate
> SEB Screening & Progress Monitoring Assessments 
> Behavior Incident Tracking & Visualizations
> SEB Intervention Management
> SEB Student Plans

Request a Demo

http://bit.ly/DemoIE

https://www.illuminateed.com/request-a-demo/
http://bit.ly/DemoIE
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FastBridge
Universal screening and progress monitoring

DnA
Assessment creation and administration

Inspect Content
Highest-quality, standards-based content

eduCLIMBER
MTSS collaboration and management

Achievement Dashboard
Real-time dashboards

Services
Expert consultative services and training experiences

COVID Stimulus Funding Alignment with Illuminate Products and Services

“Any activity authorized by the ESEA of 1965, IDEA, 
AEFLC, Perkins, and McKinney-Vento” is an allowable use 
of ESSER stimulus funds.

All Illuminate Education solutions and services 
align with ESEA provisions and qualify as 
allowable purchases for ESSER funds from the 
CARES, CRRSA, and/or ARP Acts.

All Illuminate Education products and services support student growth thus qualifying 
them as CARES, CRRSA, and ARP Act purchases.
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